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FOREWORD

Prof.Dr.P.P.Chellathurai
Vice-Chancellor
Madurai Kamaraj University
Madurai

India enjoys a sustainable competitive advantage in the Global Economy by virtue of its
knowledge resources in science, engineering and technology coupled with a large base of skilled,
English speaking youth power. There is an unique opportunity for Indian students to leverage
these resources, and achieve rapid economic growth, generating billions of dollars of revenue from
the developed economies.

There ought to be a sense of urgency amongst policy makers and

industrial players if India is to capture this opportunity, going ahead of emerging global
competition from developed countries. There are five critical areas requiring immediate attention to
achieve knowledge leveraged growth such as health, education, research, e-communications,
intellectual property rights and human resources development and management. Education and
training hits the top of the list. A strong educational infrastructure is essential for knowledge driven
growth.
The team members of the Department of Management Studies, Madurai Kamaraj University,
Madurai deserve appreciation for their insightful presentations, discussions, and sharing of
technical ideas with colleagues from worldwide. Authors have made excellent efforts to explain the
strategies, conceptual frameworks and linkages of the New Dimensions of Management and
Business in a Global perspective.

MESSAGE

Dr.V.Chinniah
Registrar, Professor and Head
Department of Management Studies
Madurai Kamaraj University
Madurai

In our continued effort to meet the challenges of higher education, Madurai Kamaraj University
strives to impart quality education to equip our students with required knowledge, skills,
techniques and exposure with a global perspective. The theme of the conference is significant
because the different drivers of globalization - political, economic and technological –contribute to
economic development and national wealth through productive youth. Yet, rapidly changing
scenario requires lifelong learning and updating.

It provides also a stimulus to keep them

intellectually alive and it encourages creativity. Our students are trained for a healthy attitude,
human skills and team spirit apart from the subject knowledge.
Education helps an individual to be creative and think of alternatives when faced with
challenges. Thus an individual is required to possess authentic ideas. The metaphysical value of
education in this respect must be fully utilized by the student community, in this globalized era. The
Change Management is the need of the hour considering the fast changing technological world.
Therefore the learners should not be obliged to conform to baseless established societal dogmas but
should be allowed to freely and swiftly express themselves especially in an ever dynamic world.
Such dynamisms demand utmost attention and the need for evolving effective solutions.
I wish the researchers confidence and wisdom to face challenges and exploit the opportunities
and harness the creative talents to create a better India.
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NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT, POSITIONING, BRANDING AND
MANAGEMENT: A CASE STUDY OF TAMIL NADU TOURISM
Dr.A.Apsara Saleth Mary
Faculty, Centre for Tourism and Hotel Management
Madurai Kamaraj University, Palkalai Nagar, Madurai

Abstract
In present context, globalization has brought a rapid increase in travel and tourism industry. Survival is
hypothetical in the world of competition today for each country, which is experiencing the phenomena called tourism.
Appropriate new product development, products orientation towards consumers, understanding the nature of our
tourism attractions and products, packaging, authenticity is required to build a brand name for the destination.
Tourism has always been instrumental in causing new trends, impacts and economic benefits but only if destination is
developed appropriately by branding, positioning and management. Tamil Nadu is facing lot of competition not only
from domestic tourism but also from international destinations. Old methods of product building, branding,
management, marketing has to be left out and new ones have to be adopted to lure more tourists. Emphasis should be
made on new destination/product development and upgrading the old ones by merging them with local culture, art,
craft, cuisines, nature. Tamil Nadu requires proper positioning in the market and then targeting the tourist by
branding it. Efficient management and eminent marketing will help Tamil Nadu to have its unique imager and assets
in present scenario of cut – throat competition. This paper is an attempt to highlight the position, brand name of Tamil
Nadu in the tourism industry. It also tries to study the challenges faced by Tamil Nadu today.
Keywords: Tamil Nadu, New product development, techniques, trends, impacts, challenges

Introduction
Tamil Nadu is a land of magnificent ancient temples exhibiting the glorious history and tradition of
Dravidian art and culture. Tamil Nadu has multifarious and diverse tourist attractions, for tourist, Tamil
Nadu is indeed a state for all seasons. Above all, people are friendly, peaceful, helpful, cultured,
enterprising and god-fearing. Tourism has grown with globalization and globalization has boosted and
affected tourism. Tamil Nadu has also benefited from tourism but it has to cash on its assets without
getting affected by other factors. The study reveals that through Tamil Nadu has everything which a
tourist destination requires but in present scenario it has to resort to new methods of product
development , new ways of positioning , branding and management so that it can stand out of the crowd
destination but only if it understands and overcomes with new ways of marketing and overcome its

New Product Development
The new product development in Tamil Nadu can go hand in hand with economic development,
infrastructure development, employment generation, community development, environment
participation and states interest and policies.
Positioning
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